
DEAR CHOCOLATE SOLDIER AUDIENCE REACTIONS FROM SUMMER TOUR 

From the Family of Edwin Hassall:  

We have just returned home from tonight's performance at the Foxlowe, 

which we have attended with several friends and relatives. The unanimous 

verdict is that it was a superb creation of which you should be very proud, with 

really great performances from the three of you. I was even accosted by a 

complete stranger as I was leaving who was keen to tell me how much she had 

enjoyed it and been moved by it on many levels etc, etc.; So very well done. I 

will give my cousin a report and I know they are hoping to attend a later 

performance. Many thanks for doing such a good job (Great Nephew) 

Well performed, moving and dramatic.  Well done!  ....  And Aunt Emma would 

never have worn a scarf - a hat is essential! (Great Niece). The actress playing 

Emma Hassall has now been equipped with a hat (ED:)   

From residents of Leek, the home town of Edwin Hassall: 

- Enjoyed the play very much.  Very relevant for us living here in Leek. 

- We really enjoyed it and found it very moving. And the fact it was based on 

the story of a local man, gave it real meaning.  

- I thought it was very well done and so different to anything I have seen. 

Thought provoking.  Well done 

The London  Tour: 

- The additional sound effects helped the narrative come alive.  Do you take 

this into schools? I am certain using real material would make history alive. 

- I liked it. It was good when there were pauses in the run of words to aid 

understanding. 

- Such a good play and so moving.  Thank you. The cast has made this live for 

us. Very powerful. 

- Wonderful performances. Thinking of my uncle Percy Lymer who was on the 

Somme.  Very emotional and we should remember them.  (Lynne  Smith)  



- It was moving but the action of the story was too broken up by the poems.  

.....    And it badly needs the irreverent humour of the men (to each other)  i.e. 

the dirty versions of the songs and some stuff from The Wipers Times  .... 

- Extremely powerful and moving.  How fortunate we all are to have been 

spared the exigencies of war, for which all that he survived and displayed great 

bravery and humour, it destroyed  Edwin Hassall.  

- Very well integrated primary and secondary  sources. I think it would match 

very well with A level  History and English syllabus. Can't really imagine 

learning all those lines!  Reading from the letters is powerful. The music is a 

good way of getting audience  participation. Screen images -  photos  etc -

projected would be a good addition if feasible. 

- WRITING:  Great authenticity from the letters; well arranged for vocal 

presentation.  Good blend of narrative, drama, poetry and song. Good to have 

a German poem. I was initially slightly surprised by the non-WW1 songs and 

poems, but they were appropriate. Just the right length for a small cast to 

carry. Nice to include some audience participation - songs and verses perfectly 

chosen. 

PRODUCTION: It feels as if it is at a fairly early stage of evolution still. (2nd 

performance at that stage. ED:)  It will gain enormously in power when it is off 

the script.  It is good to have the Music director's voice to strengthen singing, 

which is otherwise quite appealing but a bit rough and ready. It would be good 

if one more song could be soulful rather than a soldier's sing-along. Perhaps 

the music director could sing the verses of the closing hymn. Could the sound 

effects be still more atmospheric, louder and more stirring?   (The sound 

effects have now been considerably amplified. ED:).  Perhaps accompany a 

poem or two?   Can the letters to Joan sound more vulnerable and poignant?  

The Edward Thomas scene is very moving.   


